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Research highlights the health impacts of fireground activities and exposure

Significant advances have been made in our understanding of the hazards associated with structural firefighting, and the fire service has been provided with important tactical guidance that may increase firefighter effectiveness while decreasing risk. Substantial evidence suggests that firefighting leads to significant cardiovascular strain, and it is widely reported that firefighters also have an increased risk of developing certain job-related cancers.

Important questions remain: What is the physiological and chemical impact from the various exposures experienced by firefighters employing differing tactics and working in different job assignments on the fireground? How do firefighting operations affect occupant exposure risks? How do factors related to firefighting affect heat stress and cardiovascular responses under the realistic fire environments we face in today’s structures? What is the path that toxic combustion products take to get into a firefighter’s body? And, importantly, how effective are PPE and skin decon procedures?

Our research team—from the Illinois Fire Service Institute (IFSI), the UL Firefighter Safety Research Institute (FSRI), the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), with support from Globe and academic researchers from Skidmore College and University of Illinois Chicago—sought to answer these questions.

Thanks to funding from the Department of Homeland Security’s Fire Prevention & Safety Grant program, along with additional support from the CDC Foundation and the National Toxicology Program, we conducted a large-scale, comprehensive study to better understand how operating in an environment typical of today’s fireground impacts cardiovascular events and chemical exposures related to carcinogenic risk.

In order to safely and reliably conduct “typical” firefighting operations and tactics with multi-person crews, we designed and built a structure that had all of the interior finishes, fuel loads, typical furnishings, and features common in the 21st century, yet contained safety systems, and hardened construction techniques that ensured our participants’ safety.

During this study, we measured:
- The production of heat, gases and particulates in the fire environment;
- Contamination of firefighters’ PPE and skin;
- Absorption of that contamination into the firefighters’ bodies;
- Heat stress and cardiovascular responses;
- How these variables were influenced by tactical decisions (interior only vs. transitional attack), operating location (inside fire suppression/search vs. outside command/vent vs. overhaul); and
- The effectiveness of mitigation techniques (skin cleaning, gross decon, off-gassing).

The following content details 10 key considerations based on our findings, broken into three categories: Tactical Considerations Related to Occupant Exposure, Exposure Considerations for Outside and Overhaul Operations, and Cleaning and Decontamination Considerations after the Fire. And to provide a national perspective, we are honored to include the voices of fire service leaders describing common hurdles in the pursuit of behavioral changes related to these topics.

—Gavin Horn, Stephen Kerber, Kenneth Fent and Denise Smith
Tactical Considerations Related to Occupant Exposure

Getting water on the fire

While UL FSRI and NIST have characterized water application from the exterior and interior of a structure for several years, this study offers an opportunity to compare changes in building temperatures and heat flux that result from firefighters conducting different attacks on the same structure. The variability in the way firefighters applied water mimicked typical fireground conditions that would be difficult to achieve in a controlled laboratory setting. Despite this variability, we found no evidence of increased air temperatures or heat flux at the end of the hallway just outside the two fire rooms, regardless of the direction from which water was applied. We also saw no evidence of spikes or abrupt change in gas concentrations at the simulated occupant locations that can be attributed to different water application techniques.

Importantly, earlier water application consistently resulted in reduced temperatures throughout the structure, lowering the temperatures in which firefighters operated from the front door and through the hallway. These lower temperatures produced only a minor reduction in firefighter skin temperature (neck skin temperature was approximately 1 degree F lower for transitional vs. interior attack) and had no significant impact on core temperature. However, the large ambi-
ent temperature reductions can impact occupant tenability within the structure, particularly if an occupant is behind a closed door and will need to be rescued through the interior of the structure (see Consideration #3). Although the transitional attack did not result in significant reductions in heat stress to firefighters, the tactic may have important implications for occupant rescue.

2 The value of the hollow core door

Newer furnishings, homes with more open layouts and modern construction materials allow fires to spread and produce toxic gases much faster, reducing the escape time for occupants. A closed door can offer a layer of protection between people and a fire, and this is important to remember for both occupants and firefighters. Public education messages underscore that if you can’t get out, put a closed door between you and the fire to buy valuable time. Sleeping with bedroom doors closed can also buy time to react to a sounding alarm.

In our study, we set up two bedrooms within the structure that were fitted with hollow core interior doors and remained closed throughout the burn. The door to one of these rooms stood along the same hallway that connected to the two fully involved fire rooms. Upon approaching the scene, incident command found smoke and/or flames showing from at least two sides of the structure. However, tenable/survivable conditions were measured behind closed doors less than five feet from the entrance to the fire rooms. As firefighters entered the structure and moved to the hallway, temperatures at crouching level or typical bed height were 600–800 degrees F on the hallway side of the door, but less than 100 degrees F in the bedroom. Even the inexpensive hollow core doors used in this study withstood fire.

It is equally important to realize that the interior doors experienced significant thermal damage during every burn scenario. In some cases, the doors’ outward-facing skin was consumed and

---

**Science Informs Practice**

What can be said to chief officers who continue to ignore scientific evidence, and argue that we don’t need research to inform our tactics because “we already know all the answers”?

Since completing my initial firefighter training 25-plus years ago, I’ve had the opportunity to experience how a lot of fire departments—across the U.S. and the world—approach interior structural firefighting. Each of these organizations has some different characteristics, but in every place I’ve worked or visited, searching for—and (hopefully) rescuing—trapped occupants is the highest fireground priority.

At the most basic level, these research findings reinforce the importance of what we (should) already know about safely and effectively conducting inside operations: 1) The faster we get water on the fire, the better it is for everyone; 2) door control is absolutely critical; and 3) we must closely—and constantly—coordinate our fire attack, ventilation and search efforts.

As firefighters, saving lives—including those of our brothers and sisters—is what we do. Whatever your department’s resources, having more information about fire dynamics and using it to make better tactical decisions—or even review and revise operating practices—is the best way to fulfill our highest calling.

— Adam K. Thiel, Fire Commissioner, City of Philadelphia
inward-facing skins were charred. Visible smoke could also be found leaking into the upper level of the room closest to the fire rooms late in some scenarios. Interior doors have an important—but limited—ability to withstand the thermal onslaught of this magnitude. This finding stresses the need for firefighters to rapidly identify safe havens for potentially trapped occupants and either apply water to the fire or conduct rapid search and rescue from these areas (preferably both!).

Stress the importance of closed doors to the public and fellow firefighters. For more information visit closeyourdoor.org.

**3 VEIS from the inside?**

Vent, enter, isolate and search are each important fireground tasks that, while often taught independently, should be combined in a properly coordinated fashion to achieve success on the fireground. Using isolation during a systematic interior search can allow you to vent as you go without impacting the fire, while making search conditions more favorable. It can also provide several advantages and options for rescue if you find an occupant.

Many fire service classes explore the dynamics of the coordinated Vent-Enter-Isolate-Search (VEIS) process, which often includes minimizing the time a firefighter and an occupant are in the flow path by quickly shifting from the Vent to the Isolate tasks. Additionally, such classes also explore the fire dynamics of door control, typically focusing on the front door.

Expanding on these principles and examining interior door control and ventilation/search operations leads us to consider a new order to the acronym we all know so well: Enter-Isolate-Vent-Search (EIVS). Putting these pieces together this way allows for a better understanding of a tactical option for conducting an interior search with limited to zero visibility—an option or alternative to chocking doors as you search. When you enter a room and close the door behind you to search, (isolating yourself from the flow path/fire), you can now ventilate the windows in that room without impacting the fire or the safety of other firefighters in the structure. (Note: The door must be able to be closed to isolate the search team from the fire, and you may need to close multiple doors. While this will typically work in bedrooms that have one or two doors, this will not work in areas that don’t have doors, such as living rooms, family rooms and kitchens.) Due to the isolation from the fire, smoke can lift and temperatures will decrease, which would improve conditions for the occupant and increase visibility for a more thorough search.

This consideration is particularly important if you search a room that already had the door closed, as conditions will worsen once it’s opened. As previously addressed, temperatures in the hallway adjacent to the fire rooms were often 600–800 degrees F three feet from the floor just as firefighters put water on the fire, yet were less than 100 degrees F at the same height behind closed doors with light smoke conditions. As soon as the compartmentalization is removed by opening the door to search, high-temperature gases (with high concentrations of
Heat stress during outside vent and overhaul

Heat stress is a well-known risk that results from muscular work in heavy PPE and heat from a fire during firefighting operations.

A commonly held belief is that firefighters working on the inside of a structure will experience the most significant heat strain. However, in these scenarios, the overhaul and outside vent crews had the highest measured maximum core temperatures (peak at 101.4–102 degrees F). On average, core temperatures increased by more than 3 degrees F during overhaul and outside vent activities compared to approximately 2 degrees F during inside work (fire attack and search activities).

Exposure Considerations for Outside & Overhaul Operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firefighters’ Core Temperature Changes for Different Jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Job Assignment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside Command/Pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside Vent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside (Attack, Search)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhaul</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maximum core temperatures experienced by firefighters working particular job assignments as well as the core temperature change from before to after the activity.

If you don’t find an occupant and you’re ready to extend your search to another room, remember that if water is not yet on the fire, you should close the door as you exit to keep that room out of the flow path. Once water is applied to the fire and it becomes a fuel-limited fire, you can leave the door open to help improve conditions because you now have the upper hand, and the smoke and heat can exit the already vented window.
Overhaul and outside vent assignments may intuitively be considered to be at lower risk for heat stress because they do not occur in a superheated fire environment. However, strenuous physical work in heavy, insulating firefighting PPE can result in significantly increased core temperatures.

It is important to note that in these scenarios, the time for outside vent work (average of 22 minutes) and overhaul work (average of 11 minutes outside and 17 minutes inside structure) were longer than the times the fire attack and search crews worked inside the structure (11 minutes). This difference in work time is common for a typical room and contents fire.

5 Hydrogen cyanide exposure to outside vent crews

Hydrogen cyanide (HCN) has long been considered an acute hazard that firefighters may encounter during fire responses. The combustion of common household materials—especially those containing polymers, foams, glues and resins—can produce high levels of HCN. However, few studies have measured the air concentrations of HCN for firefighters responding to residential fires where synthetic materials are likely to be abundant.

We set out to measure the air inside the structure (area air concentrations) and surrounding the individual firefighters (personal air concentrations) for combustion byproducts, including HCN, produced during the controlled residential fires with modern furnishings. Area air measurements were collected from the structure during the active fire and overhaul. Personal air measurements were collected from firefighters assigned to attack, search, overhaul, outside vent and command/pump positions.

Several of the HCN air measurements collected at a height of three feet inside the structure during active fire were well above the immediately dangerous to life and health (IDLH) level of 50 ppm. HCN is lighter than air, so concentrations are expected to be higher toward the ceiling or within the smoke layer.

The interior firefighters generally crawled below the smoke layer, lessening their exposure to HCN. Even so, the majority of the personal air concentrations measured from attack firefighters were well above the NIOSH short-term exposure limit of 4.7 ppm, and maximum levels measured from attack and search firefighters exceeded IDLH (50 ppm).

Personal air concentrations for the outside vent firefighters were, on average, above the NIOSH short-term exposure limit of 4.7 ppm, with a maximum level above IDLH (while working outside!). Firefighters performing horizontal and vertical ventilation are likely to be exposed to rising gases where HCN concentrations could easily exceed IDLH.

These results provide strong evidence that SCBA should be used when conducting ventilation of a structure fire, even when working outside. To not wear SCBA during this assignment may put firefighters at risk of chemical asphyxiation and adverse cardiovascular outcomes.

6 High concentrations of PAHs & particulate exposure on the fireground

Air samples were collected on the fireground to characterize potential exposures to command/pump personnel not wearing respiratory protection. These samples were located either near the engine or near the truck, depending on the wind direction.

Particulate measurements on the fireground were, on occasion, substantially higher than background levels. In addition, average levels of total polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and benzene were above background levels. When the samples were positioned downwind of the apparatus, diesel exhaust contributed to the particulate concentrations. In such situations, particle counts from diesel exhaust were similar to particle counts from the fire smoke plume (>100,000 particles/cm³). Diesel exhaust is a known human carcinogen.

Not surprisingly, we found that fireground concentrations of benzene, total PAHs, and particulate were highest when collected downwind of the structure and when ground-level smoke was heaviest. Particles measured were generally in the respirable or sub-micron size range. Particles in this size range are capable
of depositing into the lower respiratory system where clearance mechanisms, such as increased mucous production and coughing, are less effective and lung inflammation can occur. These particles would likely be composed of a variety of toxicants, and at this location in the lungs, systemic absorption is likely, further contributing to firefighters taking in potential carcinogens.

Exposure to particulates can also play a role in triggering a cardiovascular event. Numerous epidemiology studies have shown strong relationships between high levels of fine particulate concentrations in the air and increases in hospital admissions and death rates due to cardiovascular events in the general population.

These results suggest that firefighters should try to establish command and pump location upwind of the structure when feasible. If that cannot be done, and ground-level smoke and/or diesel exhaust is evident, respiratory protection should be worn.

Fireground concentrations of benzene, total PAHs, and particulate were highest when collected downwind of the structure and when ground-level smoke was heaviest.

How Do I Best Protect Myself Against Cancer and Cardiovascular Disease?

The answer to each concern is often the same: increase fitness, avoid excess weight, eat fruits and vegetables, participate in regular medical screenings, and avoid unnecessary exposures on the fireground.

Research has been able to now prove and painfully illustrate that all career and volunteer firefighters are at greater risk for work-related cardiovascular events and cancer diagnosis than the typical civilian. Fortunately, there are many things we can do to reduce our risk, with many being at little expense and others costing a bit more.

The answer is personal accountability. All of us can be leaders and set the example for others to see and emulate. Be physically fit. Don’t use tobacco. Know your family history. Get an actual NFPA 1582 physical from a qualified medical professional and then follow up on the findings. Wash your hands, and shower after every exposure. Keep your gear clean, and work toward attaining more than one set. Be smart with your fireground orders and decisions. Be as aggressive at taking care of yourself and your people as you are in the execution of your fireground duties.

It’s simply unacceptable to have thousands of firefighters gather for a funeral when many of the same people won’t change a single thing after attending it. We have a dangerous job and don’t need to tempt fate. Be the change and do it now for your family, your department, your company and you.

— Matthew Haerter, Battalion Chief, Kenosha, WI, Fire Department
Cleaning and Decon Considerations after the Fire

**Rehab & Hygiene—a Critical Combination**

Get out, get cool, get hydrated and get clean! Decon your face and neck as soon as possible after exiting the building.

Fireground rehab policies have been evolving, both in their development and their adoption, over the last several years. Hydration, rest/recovery, cooling, nourishment and medical monitoring continue to be essential aspects of rehab, with a recently added focus on firefighter decontamination. It is clearly time to add rehab/decon/hygiene as an integrated and essential fireground function.

Firefighters reporting to formalized rehab should remove contaminated PPE and begin the cleaning process whenever possible, taking into consideration ambient temperature conditions and/or rehab being conducted outside of an enclosed area. Protecting against secondary contamination from PPE off-gassing in an enclosed area is now recognized as a serious safety consideration.

After firefighters doff their PPE, they should take steps to decontaminate their skin, particularly on their hands, face and neck. If a firefighter has contaminated hands, this material can transfer to other areas of the body when wiping away sweat or using the bathroom. Furthermore, nutrition provided during rehab commonly requires eating with the hands. Without proper hand hygiene, this could result in the inadvertent ingestion of contaminants.

— Craig A. Haigh, Fire Chief, Hanover Park, IL, Fire Department

**PPE and skin contamination**

As part of this study, we measured the amount of PAH contamination on turnout jackets and skin following the structure fire responses. As expected, contamination levels varied by job assignment. We found higher contamination on turnout jackets worn by attack and search crews, followed by overhaul crews and then outside vent and command/pump operators. Just by looking at it, you might expect that the gear worn by the overhaul crew was most in need of cleaning due to the drywall dust, but it had much less PAH con-
tamination than the interior crews’ gear. Without gross decon being performed, contamination levels increased on turnout jackets with successive use in fires.

A critical new insight from this study was that glove contamination was also abundant. On one pair of gloves (worn by a firefighter assigned to search), we measured a variety of flame retardants added to household furnishings and products. Results from the analysis of other gloves are pending. However, it is likely that positions requiring handling of burnt items (overhaul) and interior operations (attack and search) will see substantial glove contamination. Like PAHs, certain brominated flame retardants are persistent and will remain on clothing for years unless removed by decontamination or laundering.

Skin contamination with PAHs followed a similar pattern. We measured higher PAH levels on the hands of firefighters assigned to fire attack (135 µg/m²) and search (226 µg/m²) than other positions (<11 µg/m²). Importantly, several outside vent firefighters had quite high neck exposure (half the group exceeding 30.5 µg/m²), most likely from inconsistent use of hoods. However, attack and search firefighters had the highest maximum levels of exposure on the neck (1080 and 780 µg/m², respectively). Knowledge of PPE contamination and dermal exposures by position may be useful to decision-makers in prioritizing decontamination/cleaning procedures and policies.

8 Gross decontamination

We also wanted to measure the effectiveness of gross on-scene decon of turnout gear following the structure fires. Three types of decon methods were evaluated: 1) air-based decon with a modified electric leaf-blower; 2) dry-brush decon with a stiff-bristled brush; and 3) wet-soap decon with water and dish soap applied to the turnout gear, scrubbed with a brush and then rinsed. Of the three types of decon, wet-soap decon was by far the most effective, removing an average of 85 percent of PAH contamination present on turnout gear after firefighting.

This box-and-whisker plot shows the percent difference in PAH levels measured on turnout jackets before and after decontamination and the variability of the processes. The boxes show the 25th percentile (bottom line of darker blue boxes), 50th percentile (midline between colored boxes) and 75th percentile (top line of lighter blue boxes), while the “whiskers” show the absolute minimum and maximum values that were measured. (Note: Figure adapted from Reference 2.)
The “Salty” Firefighter Conundrum

Many bosses can be very focused on having their crews diligently clean their apparatus every morning, polish tools and conduct station inspections, but then overlook dirty gear, unnecessary exposures and soot-covered faces.

When a new firefighter goes through their recruit academy, we often stress the importance of maintaining clean tools and apparatus as a critical behavior to instill early in a firefighter’s career. If tools are not cleaned or hose is loaded in a sloppy manner, these are commonly taken as indicators of a lack of focus on the details from the new firefighter.

It is important that firefighters take pride in the appearance and readiness of tools and apparatus. However, this pride is not always translated into cleaning of the firefighter’s own personal PPE. The “salty” appearance of well-used helmets, coats and gloves may be taken as a badge of honor, as opposed to an indication of an unnecessary exposure.

While in recent years the fire service has made great strides to address this apparent conundrum, the irony of this double standard is still present in many places. It’s time for all of us to be role models and take the same pride in cleaning our bunker gear that we do to ensure our tools are free from debris and rust.

— Todd Harms, Fire Chief, Sacramento, CA, Metropolitan Fire District

Hood laundering

Unlaundered Nomex sock hoods worn by firefighters for four structure fire responses were tested for residual flame retardants and PAHs that were embedded in the fabric and compared to similar hoods that were laundered after each fire.

The laundered hoods in our study certainly looked cleaner. However, our preliminary results indicate that while most of the PAH contamination was removed, much of the brominated flame-retardant contamination remained. Additionally, a 2016 study reported that a high percentage (>80 percent) of brominated flame retardants were retained in laundered fabrics. The authors of this study (Saini and colleagues) attributed this finding to the difficulty of removing fat-soluble compounds from fabrics using traditional laundering practices.

While many contaminants will be removed from hoods via laundering (extractors with commercial detergent), these results suggest that some fat-soluble...
compounds, like brominated flame retardants, may not be effectively removed, which could present a prolonged exposure for firefighters. How much this exposure pathway contributes to systemic exposures in firefighters is yet to be determined.

It is important to determine whether more effective means of laundering exist and if chemicals contaminating the hoods can transfer to other hoods or items during laundering (cross-contamination). It is also possible that new particle blocking hoods could lessen the amount of contamination available to contact the neck skin as contamination may be isolated to the exterior of the hood.

10 PPE off-gassing

During fireground use, personal protective ensembles will absorb volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Once the gear is removed from the IDLH environment, it will begin to release VOC back to the air through a process called “off-gassing.” If turnout gear is worn or stored on the inside of an enclosed apparatus cabin during the ride back to the station (or personally operated vehicle heading home), firefighters are likely to be exposed to several airborne VOCs, including known carcinogens like benzene.

We measured the levels of VOCs and HCN off-gassing from turnout gear before and after the fires as well as after decon had been completed. Six sets of turnout gear were placed inside an enclosed structure about the size of a modern apparatus cab. The off-gas levels increased after firefighting, but were well below applicable short-term exposure limits. The off-gas levels returned to near background concentrations after gross on-scene decon (regardless of type).

However, similar “near background” levels were measured simultaneously from turnout gear that did not undergo decontamination. This suggests that the 17–36 minutes required to perform decon was enough for the majority of the VOCs to off-gas naturally. It should be noted, however, that semi-volatile compounds (with higher molecular weights than VOCs) may take much longer to off-gas and were not evaluated in our study.

Because of this potential route of exposure, turnout gear should be left outdoors to off-gas, bagged and/or transported in an unoccupied compartment on the apparatus or other vehicle.

Leadership—Let’s Make Sure It Is by Example

How can a fire chief set the example for their firefighters with regards to cancer or cardiac risks?

With cancer rates in the fire service hitting what I feel is a critical and unacceptable level, members of the fire service need to better understand the contamination that is occurring on the fireground. This research illustrates the significant contamination on the fireground and the associated hazards for both interior and exterior firefighters. Better understanding of these hazards and continued research on how to limit exposure and perform decontamination procedures is vital, as is the education that will help ensure compliance with best practices.

A fundamental change must occur in the fire service. Decon should be required after all fireground operations, and the wearing of soiled contaminated gear can no longer be tolerated. Individual members must make the commitment to properly wear their gear, wear their SCBA throughout the fire and overhaul, and commence gross decon upon exiting the IDLH environment, followed by a prompt shower upon return to quarters.

Most importantly, we as company and command officers must do these things ourselves to make sure we lead by example. We owe it to ourselves and each other to make this a priority.

— George Healy, Deputy Chief, Fire Department of New York
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Concluding Messages—and What’s Next

This complex study addressed two of the most pressing health issues in the fire service—cardiovascular disease and cancer—by seeking to better characterize the fire environment, physiological responses and exposures during a “typical” residential fire, with the ultimate goal to permit a comparison of these responses and exposures when firefighters use different tactics or perform different assignments.

The data reported in this document is just scratching the surface. Significant additional information from this study will be shared once it has been peer-reviewed. Watch for a forthcoming toolkit (late 2017) to download the references listed on A13.

Even as we continue to analyze samples, perform statistical tests and publish our results, our findings clearly point to the need for increased understanding of the risks firefighters face. Changing fuels used in firefighter training must be evaluated in the same context as today’s fireground in order to determine risk and effectiveness of gross decontamination techniques after these events. After all, for some firefighters, training represents a significant amount of their live-fire exposure. And many believe that training fires are less hazardous than the fireground, but there is little data to support this.

As a follow-up to the information presented here, we are investigating the fuel loads that are commonly used in live-fire training to ensure that we are not needlessly exposing instructors and students to unacceptable risks. The data from this study and the related fire service implications will be released in the next year or so.

As a result of our previous projects and other important research, the U.S. fire service has become acutely aware of the limitations of some components of PPE and the need to clean PPE after fires. However, there exists no guidance on how often PPE should be laundered vs. deconned and whether multiple washes change the protective characteristics of the gear. Damage from laundering may also impact safety features that provide critical protection from fireground risks.

In an ongoing study, we will advance our understanding of PPE protection and the effects of cleaning measures after realistic fire scenarios, then broadly disseminate this information.

Finally, we have identified the hood as a vulnerable component of the PPE where contaminants may penetrate the fabric and contaminate the neck. Manufacturers have introduced new hood technology to address this issue, though scientific study on the effectiveness and durability of these new hoods to live-fire exposure and repeated laundering is needed.
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